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- Week 3
- Tawara Machi, Japanese poet

- All memorized,
- at last, the children’s names,
- Now their papers
- begin to manifest
- some personality.
Writing 115 – Introduction to Expository Writing
Joy – seeing students develop their academic voices and identities
Concern – How can we maintain a focus on access while responding to the completion agenda?
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- Writing 121 – English Composition
- https://my.pcc.edu/cp/home/displaylogin
- Joy – working with a broader range of students
- Concern – How do we offer the same quality of education to online students?
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- English 106 – Introduction to Poetry
- Joy – discovering poetry with students and seeing their interpretive skills develop
- Concern – How can we maintain a solid, diverse program in the humanities and social sciences?
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• Humanities: the Heart of the Matter (report and video)

http://vimeo.com/amacad